ALLITERATION BOOKLIST

Alliteration Picture Books by Pamela Duncan Edwards

*Clara Caterpillar* (HarperTrophy, 2004)

*Four Famished Foxes and Fosdyke* (HarperTrophy, 1997)

*Some Smug Slug* (HarperTrophy, 1998)


Tongue Twister Books

*Buzz Blows Bubbles and Other Tongue Twisters*  
by Alan Batson (Random House/Disney, 2003)

*Giggle Fit: Zany Tongue Twisters*  
by Joseph Rosenbloom and Mike Artell (Sterling, 2003)

*Little Giant Book of Tongue Twisters*  
by Joseph Rosenbloom and Mike Artell (Sterling, 1999)

*Rhyming Riddles and Tons of Tongue Twisters for Miles of Smiles*  
by Edith Namm (Authorhouse, 2002)

*Ridiculous Tongue Twisters*  
by Chris Tait (Sterling, 2005)

*Super School Side Splitters: A Tongue-Twister Tale*  
by Quinlan B. Lee (HarperFestival, 2003)

*Teasing Tongue Twisters*  
by John Foster (HarperCollins, 2002)

*Tongue Twisters to Teach Phonemic Awareness and Phonics: Beginning Consonants and Vowels*  
by Joyce Kohfeldt (Carson Dellosa, 2005)